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FOREWORD

We, at Team Vedhik is happy to introduce a new initiative - "Daily Current 
Affairs_The Hindu" compilations to help you with UPSC Civil Services 
Examination preparation. We believe this initiative - "Daily Current 
Affairs_The Hindu" would help students, especially beginners save time 
and streamline their preparations with regard to Current Affairs. A content 
page and an Appendix has been added segregating and mapping the 
content to the syllabus.
It is an appreciable efforts by Vedhik IAS Academy helping aspirants of 
UPSC Civil Services Examinations. I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to Dr. Babu Sebastian, former VC - MG University in extending 
all support to this endeavour. Finally I also extend my thanks to thank 
Ms. Shilpa Sasidharan and Mr. Shahul Hameed for their assistance in the 
preparing the compilations. 
We welcome your valuable comments so that further improvement may 
be made in the forthcoming material. We look forward to feedback, 
comments and suggestions on how to improve and add value for students. 
Every care has been taken to avoid typing errors and if any reader comes 
across any such error, the authors shall feel obliged if they are informed 
at their Email ID.
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Tikender Singh Panwar

The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) in a report, “State Fi-
nances, Study of Budgets of

2021-22”, released in November
2021 (https://bit.ly/3rskeFv),
wrote: “With the third-tier govern-
ments in India playing a frontline
role in combating the pandemic by
implementing containment strate-
gies, healthcare,... their �nances
have come under severe strain,
forcing them to cut down expendi-
tures and mobilise funding from
various sources.”

The RBI further commented
that the functional autonomy of
civic bodies must increase and
their governance structure streng-
thened. This could happen by ‘em-
powering them �nancially
through higher resource
availability’.

It is interesting that the RBI did
echo the recommendations of the
15th Finance Commission report
on local bodies that emphasised
city governance structures and �-
nancial empowerment. The addi-
tion in the RBI report is from the
praxis and the objective reality
from during the novel coronavirus
pandemic — which continues even
now.

However, there is only partial
truth in the report. The emphasis
is on resource availability, but how
this will happen is not highlighted.
At the most, it speaks only about
generating more resources at the
local level.

The essence
While correctly identifying the
role of the city governments in
meeting the challenges the pan-
demic has thrown up, the report
also points to the draining of re-
sources. An RBI survey of 221 mun-
icipal corporations (2020-21) re-

vealed that more than 70% saw a
decline in revenues; in contrast,
their expenditure rose by almost
71.2%.

The RBI report also highlights
the limited coverage of property
tax and its failure in shoring up
municipal corporation revenues.
Organisation for Economic Co-op-
eration and Development (OECD)
data show that India has the low-
est property tax collection rate in
the world — i.e., property tax to
GDP ratio. But this explains only
one part of the story.

An old problem continues
During the pandemic, while lead-
ers from the Prime Minister to
Chief Ministers to District Magis-
trate were seen taking a call on dis-
aster mitigation strategies, city
mayors were found missing. Why?
Because under the disaster man-
agement plan of action, cities are
at the forefront to �ght the pan-
demic; however, the elected lea-
dership �nds no place in them. It
is not just in disaster mitigation.
The old approach of treating cities
as adjuncts of State governments
continues to dominate the policy
paradigm. 

The general approach towards
urban empowerment has re-
mained piecemeal in India. Urban
development is a state subject,
which is more linked to political
and democratic movements in
States. The �rst intervention to un-
derstand ‘the urban’ (though
there are references in the Five
Year plans) and plan with a pan-In-
dian vision took place in the 1980s
when the National Commission On
Urbanisation was formed with
Charles Correa as its chairperson. 

Another important intervention
was in the �rst half of the 1990s
with the Constitution 73rd and
74th Amendments. The latter ref-
ers to urban reforms — empower-
ing urban local bodies to perform
18 functions listed in the 12th Sche-
dule. But this was also the period
of neo-liberal reforms, so the gen-
eration of own resources and a
slow withdrawal of the state could

be witnessed. 
Though the democratic transfer

of 18 subjects was an important
element, and necessary, there
was, however, no mention of �-
nancial empowerment. It was
linked more to the idea of “com-
petitive cites” to attract invest-
ments in the urban centres by
making their structures and land
laws �exible. We now know that
not much investment has hap-
pened, and cities have not really
been able to enhance their �nan-
cial capabilities.

The only exception to the rule
has been the people’s plan model
of Kerala where 40% of the State’s
plan budget was for local bodies
(directly) with a transfer of impor-
tant subjects such as planning, etc.
This paved the way for a new di-
mension to urban governance.

Functional autonomy
The RBI report has been right in
highlighting that functional auto-
nomy of city governments must be
allowed. But this should happen
with three F’s: the transfer of
‘functions, �nances and function-
aries’ to city governments. With-
out these, functional autonomy
would be empty rhetoric. There
are nearly 5,000 statutory towns
and an equal number of census
towns in India. Nearly 35% of the
population lives in urban centres.
And, nearly two-thirds of the
country’s GDP stems from cities
and almost 90% of government re-
venue �ows from urban centres.

Before value added tax and oth-
er centralised taxation systems,
one of the major earnings of cities
used to be from octroi. In fact,
Pimpri-Chinchwad and Pune are
examples of two very high reve-

nue-earning municipalities depen-
dent on octroi, as both cities have
strong bases of industrial produc-
tion. But this source of revenue
collection was taken away by the
State and the central govern-
ments. Instead, �nance commis-
sions recommended grants to ur-
ban local bodies based on a
formula of demographic pro�le.
Previously, while almost 55% of
the total revenue expenditure of
urban centres was met by octroi
(e.g., Shimla), now, the grant cov-
ers only 15% of expenditure. In
such a situation, it is di�cult for
the towns to sustain their ability to
perform their bare minimum func-
tions, especially with the latest Pay
Commission recommendations.

This has resulted in a vicious cir-
cle of burdening people more with
taxes and further privatisation/
outsourcing of the services of the
municipalities. This is a pan-India
phenomenon and the grading of
cities and urban policies are linked
to this. 

Now with Goods and Services
Tax, the ability to tax has been
‘completely robbed’; cities �nd
themselves in a worse state than
States. 

The often-cited example is how
cities in the Scandinavian coun-
tries manage their functions well —
from city planning to mobility to
waste management. But the truth
is that a chunk of the income-tax
from citizens is given to city go-
vernments. Imagine cities such as
large urban agglomerates in India
getting a percentage of income tax
for managing the a�airs of urban
places. It would be phenomenal!

A committee formed under the
United Progressive Alliance (under
the Ministry of Housing and Urban
Development to review the 74th
constitutional amendment), re-
commended that 10% of income-
tax collected from the cities was to
be given back to them as a direct
revenue grant from the central go-
vernment. Alas, it was never taken
into consideration.

What needs to be done? Cities
must be treated as important

centres of governance, where de-
mocratic decentralisation can
bring in amazing results (as seen in
Kerala). There will be transparen-
cy and adequate participation of
the people.

Second, cities should not be
considered as entrepreneurship
spaces where the sole driving
force is to make them competitive
to attract investments. We have
seen how fallacious this argument
is. They must be considered as
spaces for planned development
by giving adequate attention to
resources.

Our cities are hardly prepared
for the impact of climate change;
nor do they have adaptive strate-
gies. The resources required for
quantitative and qualitative data
must be immediately provided to
the cities to ensure a disaster risk
reduction plan keeping vulnerable
communities in mind.

Nothing ‘smart’
Fourth, a piecemeal approach
such as the concept of ‘smart ci-
ties’ must be shunned altogether.
This approach further widens the
gap between di�erent sets of peo-
ple. Rather, the grants from the
Centre must be enhanced and ci-
ties asked to draw up their plans
themselves based on priority seek-
ing from city residents. Cities are
people, as they say, and people
must be a part of the decision-
making process.

Fifth, leadership in the cities
must be elected for a term of �ve
years. In some cities, the term of
the mayor is for a year! Likewise,
the third F, i.e., functionaries,
must be transferred to the cities
with a permanent cadre.

Thus, in this exercise by the
RBI, the good part is that there has
least been a mention of cities, with
local bodies as important centres
of governance.

Tikender Singh Panwar is a former
directly elected Deputy Mayor of Shimla
and an urban practitioner. He is also a
senior Fellow with the Impact and Policy
Research Institute (IMPRI), Delhi

Democratise and empower city governments 
The general approach towards urban empowerment, including �nancial capabilities, has remained piecemeal in India
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The story so far: Earlier this month, the
U.S. imposed fresh sanctions, including
asset freezes and visa bans, on Bosnian
Serb leader Milorad Dodik and o�cials
linked to him. The sanctions come on the
heels of rising tensions in Bosnia after
Serbian ultra-nationalists, led by Dodik,
resorted to hate speech against Bosnia
Muslims and initiated moves to withdraw
the Serbian-dominated region from
institutions of the Bosnian state. “His
divisive ethno-nationalistic rhetoric
re�ects his e�orts to advance these
political goals and distract attention from
his corrupt activities,” said a statement
from the U.S. Treasury.

Who is Milorad Dodik? 
The Bosnian war following the break-up
of Yugoslavia — which killed 1,00,000
people and displaced 2.2 million — came
to an end with the signing of the Dayton
Agreement in November 1995. As per this
accord, Bosnia-Herzegovina, or Bosnia,
as the state is informally called, was
divided into two semi-autonomous units:
the Serbian-majority Republika Srpska,
and the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovia, which is dominated by
Bosniak Muslims and Catholic Croats.
The Presidency of Bosnia is jointly held

by three members, a Croat, a Bosniak and
a Serb, with the Chair rotating between
the three. Dodik is currently the Serb
member of the Presidency. He was also
the president of Republika Srpska from
2010 to 2018.

Initially considered a moderate face of
Serbia nationalism, he has taken an
ultra-nationalist stance, making headlines
for denying the Srebenica genocide, hate
speech against Bosnian Muslims, and
seeking to withdrawing Srpska from
multi-ethnic federal institutions such as
the army and judiciary. Dodik has also
been accused of corruption, and pushing
lucrative deals bene�ting his family
members. Critics believe that his turn to
ultra-nationalism is aimed at turning
attention away from personal corruption.

What has triggered the latest round
of escalating tensions? 
As per the framework of the Dayton
accord, Bosnia has a High Representative
(HR), an international o�cial vested with
special powers to ensure the
implementation of the Dayton accord
and preserve peace in the region. In July
2021, the then High Representative
Valentin Inzko, in the last week of his
tenure, imposed a new law that made
denying the Srebenica genocide a crime
punishable by a jail term of up to �ve

years. Such a law had long been debated,
but could not be passed due to the veto
power exercised by the Serbian member
of the Presidency. But now that it was a
reality, the Serbs were outraged. Dodik
began fanning this outrage with
provocative speeches, stressing time and
again that the Srebenica genocide of
8,000 Bosnian Muslims was a
“fabrication”.

What could be the consequences of
Dodik’s agenda?
Dodik has said that he and Serbian

o�cials will no longer heed the orders of
the High Representative. This constitutes
a a violation of the Dayton agreement
—the bamboo frame holding up a fragile
peace in the region. He has also vowed to
build exclusively Serbian institutions,
including an army. This has alarmed
many observers, who have pointed out
that the creation of ‘mono-ethnic’
institutions in a multi-ethnic society,
especially when accompanied by hate
speech, is an early pointer to the danger
of ethnic cleansing and genocide.

Dodik, however, has built a populist
narrative which holds that any
acknowledgement of war crimes,
including genocide, committed by
Serbian troops against Bosnian Muslims
would be a “humiliation” of Serbs and
must be opposed. If Dodik has his way,
and goes ahead with his move to secede
Republika Srpska from Bosnia, it could
trigger a civil war that would massively
destabilise the region. It would also
reopen old wounds in a population that
has barely recovered from the trauma of
the Bosnian war that ended in 1995.

What has been the response of the
international community so far?
The U.S. has been more proactive in
responding to the developments, as
evidenced by the sanctions it has

imposed against Dodik. The European
Union, on the other hand, has been slow
to respond. The fact that any sanctions
that it might seek to impose would need
the assent of all the 27 member states
makes it more di�cult for the EU to act.
Dodik already enjoys the support of
another autocrat from an EU country in
the neighbourhood, Hungary’s Viktor
Orban. He also enjoys the backing of
Serbia, and as for Russia, it views a
potential crisis in Bosnia —which is not a
NATO member —as an opportunity to
expand its strategic footprint.

What next?
While Dodik has denied that he wants the
Serbian unit of Bosnia to secede, his
rhetoric indicates otherwise. Until
recently, the carrot of EU membership
gave Europe some leverage over Bosnia,
and the warring ethnicities had a reason
to stay invested in a uni�ed state. But
lately, the EU has been visibly cool to the
idea of adding new members from the
Balkans, and with the dream of EU
membership receding, politicians such as
Dodik— he is not the only one —have
turned to ultra-nationalism as the easiest
route to popularity and power. Unless the
U.S. and the EU act in concert to put out
the �res of Serbian ultra-nationalism, the
Balkans could once again go up in �ames.

The rising tensions in the Balkans 
Is Bosnia at the verge of a civil war? What is threatening the peace in the multi-ethnic region? 

EXPLAINER

THE GIST
B The U.S. imposed fresh

sanctions on Bosnian Serb
leader Milorad Dodik and
o�cials linked to him.
The sanctions were
imposed after Serbian
ultra-nationalists, led by
Dodik, initiated moves to
withdraw the Serbian
dominated region from
the multi-ethnic
institutions of Bosnia.

B As per the Dayton accord,
Bosnia has a High
Representative (HR), to
preserve peace in the
region. In July 2021, the
then HR imposed a new
law that made denying
the Srebenica genocide a
punishable crime. The
Serbs were outraged with
Dodik escalating the
situation. 

B Dodik has also said that
he will build exclusively
Serbian institutions,
including an army.

Sampath G.

Bosnian Serb leader Milorad Dodik * AFP
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Catherine the Great, the 18th
century Empress Regnant of
Russia, once famously said,

“I have no way to defend my bor-
ders but to extend them.” Under
her reign, the empire continued to
grow, encompassing New Russia
(the region north of the Black Sea,
now part of Ukraine), Crimea, the
Caucasus, Belarus and the Baltic
region. Empress Catherine, like
many of her predecessors, saw a
Russia, surrounded by ambitious
powers, that was vulnerable to ex-
ternal threats. And her axiom con-
tinued to be a guiding principle for
several of her famed successors,
from Joseph Stalin, who defeated
the Nazis and expanded the Soviet
boundaries, to Vladimir Putin,
who annexed Crimea in 2014 and
has now mobilised some 100,000
troops on the Ukraine border.

Russia, the world’s largest coun-
try by land mass, lacks natural bor-
ders except the Arctic Ocean in the
north and the Paci�c in the far
east. Its vast land borders stretch
from northern Europe to Central
and north east Asia. The country’s
heartland that runs from St. Pe-
tersburg through Moscow to the
Volga region lies on plains and is
vulnerable to attacks. There are
practically no natural barriers that
stop an invading army from its
western borders (Europe) reach-
ing the Russian heartland. In the
last two centuries, Russia saw two
devastating invasions from the
west — the 1812 attack by Napole-
onic France and the 1941 attack by
Nazi Germany. Russia defeated
them both, but after su�ering
huge material and human losses.

After the Second World War, Rus-
sia re-established its control over
the rim land in Eastern Europe
and Central Asia, which it hoped
would protect its heartland. But
the disintegration of the Soviet Un-
ion threw its security calculations
into disarray, deepening its histor-
ical insecurity. This insecurity is
the source of what historian Ste-
phen Kotkin calls the “defensive
aggressiveness” of Russian Presi-
dent Putin.

NATO’s endless expansion
When the Soviet Union collapsed,
which Mr. Putin termed “the great-
est geopolitical catastrophe of the
20th century”, Russia lost over
three million square kilometres of
sovereign territory. The entire rim
land was gone, and the heartland
lay vulnerable to future threats. In
the last months of the Soviet Un-
ion, to calm the nerves of a badly
hurt but still breathing Russian
bear, the West promised that the
North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (NATO) would not “expand an
inch to the east”. The United
States and the United Kingdom re-
peated the pledge after the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union. But des-
pite the promises, NATO
continued expansion. In March
1999, in the �rst enlargement since
the end of the Cold War, the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland (all
were members of the Soviet-led
Warsaw Pact) joined NATO. Five
years later, seven more countries
— including the three Baltic coun-
tries of Estonia, Latvia and Lithua-
nia, all of which share borders
with Russia — were taken into the
alliance. Russia saw this as a direct
challenge to its security. If in the
early 1990s, NATO’s border with
Russia was limited to the northern
strip of Norway, now, the distance
from NATO’s Estonian border to
St. Petersburg, the second most
populous city in Russia that was
the Tsarist capital, is less than 160

kilometres. 
Russia felt threatened but was

not able to respond. For Mr. Putin,
who inherited a weak state with a
crumbling economy and a direc-
tionless foreign policy in 2000,
the �rst job was to �x the state. But
in 2008, when the U.S. promised
membership to Georgia and Uk-
raine in the Bucharest summit,
Russia, which was coming out of
the post-Soviet retreat, responded
forcefully. For the Kremlin, both
Ukraine and Georgia are critical
for its national security calcula-
tions. The distance from the Ukrai-
nian border to Moscow is less than
500 kilometres. NATO has already
come close to St. Petersburg. And
if Ukraine joins the alliance, the
heartland would come further un-
der threat.

Moreover, take a look at the
Black Sea, which traditional Rus-
sian rulers saw as a Russian lake.
Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania, all
Black Sea basin countries, are NA-
TO members. Ukraine and Georgia
are the other countries that share
the Black Sea coast, besides Rus-
sia. Russia was already feeling
squeezed on the Black Sea front,
its gateway to the Mediterranean
Sea. If Ukraine and Georgia also
join NATO, Russia fears that its do-
minance over the Black Sea would
come to an end. So, in 2008, Mr.
Putin sent troops to Georgia over
the separatist con�ict in South Os-
setia and Abkhazia; and in 2014,
when the Kremlin-friendly regime

of Ukraine was toppled by pro-
western protesters, he moved to
annex the Crimean peninsula, ex-
panding Russia’s Black Sea coast,
thereby protecting its �eet based
in Sevastopol in Crimea. That was
the loudest statement from Mr. Pu-
tin that Russia was ready to take
unconventional measures to stop
further NATO expansion into its
backyard.

Restoring the rim land
In recent years, Mr. Putin has tried
to turn every crisis in the former
Soviet region into a geopolitical
opportunity for Russia. South Os-
setia and Abkhazia, the self-pro-
claimed republics that broke away
from Georgia, are controlled by
Russia-backed forces. In Ukraine,
the eastern Donbas region is in the
hands of pro-Russian rebels. In
2020, when protests erupted in
Belarus after a controversial presi-
dential election, Mr. Putin sent as-
sistance to the country to restore
order. In the same year, Russia
sent thousands of “peacekeepers”
to end the war between Armenia
and Azerbaijan, re-establishing its
strategic dominance in the Cauca-
sus. Earlier this year, Belarus lead-
er Alexander Lukashenko, with
Mr. Putin’s backing, manufactured
a migrant crisis on the Polish bor-
der of the European Union. And
this month, when violent unrest
broke out in Kazakhstan, the lar-
gest and wealthiest country in
Central Asia, its leader turned to
Russia for help and a willing Mr.
Putin immediately dispatched
troops (under the banner of the
Collective Security Treaty Organi-
zation, or CSTO) to quell the
protests.

The geopolitical realities of the
present also favour Russia. The
U.S.’s ignominious withdrawal
from Afghanistan has left the Cen-
tral Asian republics deeper in the
Russian embrace. While Europe is
vocal in its rhetorical opposition to

Russia’s aggressive moves, it is ve-
ry much dependent on Russian
gas, which limits its response. Mo-
reover, the West’s inability to in-
�ict any serious damage on Russia
over its Crimea annexation ap-
pears to have emboldened Mr. Pu-
tin further.

Defensive aggression
For years, the West, the winner of
the Cold War, discounted Mr. Pu-
tin as a thuggish tactician who
does not understand strategy. Mr.
Biden called him a “killer” after
taking o�ce last year. But when
the West’s response to Russia was
lost in what academic Walter Rus-
sell Mead called “a narcissistic fog
of grandiose pomposity”, Mr. Pu-
tin was steadily rebuilding the lost
Russian in�uence in the rim land.
By destabilising Georgia and Uk-
raine and re-establishing Russia’s
hold in Belarus, Caucasus and
Central Asia, Moscow has e�ec-
tively stalled NATO’s further ex-
pansion into its backyard. The
West cannot ignore him any more.
Rather, it faces an urgent question
of how to deter him as Russia is
preparing for its next act on
Ukraine.

Having failed to defeat the Tali-
ban in Afghanistan, NATO is un-
likely to pick a war with Russia ov-
er Ukraine. The Kremlin also
knows this. One weapon that is
readily available to western policy-
makers is more economic sanc-
tions. But Mr. Putin, who has alrea-
dy deepened Russia’s ties with
China, a Cold War rival, to balance
against the West’s economic coer-
cion, seems to be ready to pay the
economic price, whatever little it
is, to meet his strategic goals. This
sets the stage for a perpetual crisis
in the Russian rim land. Unless the
West re-establishes its deterrence,
Mr. Putin’s defensive aggression
would continue.

stanly.johny@thehindu.co.in

What Vladimir Putin really wants 
The West cannot ignore a determined Russian President any more as Moscow prepares for its next act — on Ukraine

Stanly Johny
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With the law guaranteeing
75% reservation to locals in
private sector jobs in Harya-
na coming into force earlier
this month, the reigning sen-
timent among various stake-
holders is one of “disrup-
tion”. Industrialists, migrant
workers and contractors re-
main wary of its repercus-
sions on businesses and em-
ployment prospects.

The law was one of the
major poll promises of Jan-
nayak Janta Party ( JJP), the
junior partner in the coali-
tion government in Haryana.

Matter in court
Three industry associations
from Gurugram, Faridabad
and Rewari have sought jud-
icial recourse. In a petition
�led before the Punjab and
Haryana High Court, they
contended that the new law
goes against constitutional

provisions and the basic
principle of merit underpin-
ning private sector growth.
The court has issued notice
to the State government and
scheduled the next hearing
for February 2.

“It is very, very myopic of
the political class,” said Man-
mohan Gaind, general secre-
tary, Manesar Industries
Welfare Association, one of
the petitioners in the case.
“Almost 99% employees in a
Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprise (MSME) earn less
than ₹30,000 and fall under
the purview of the new law.

MSMEs hire and lay o� work-
ers based on the demand.
Finding locals with requisite
skills every time would not
be possible,” he said.

Mr. Gaind rued that a pol-
itical decision was taken and
implemented without any
data or research. “If the mi-
grants don’t �nd jobs in Ha-
ryana, they will straight
away head to Noida. It is the
industry that will su�er, not
the politicians,” he said.

Survey �ndings
An internal survey by the
Garments Exporters and Ma-

nufacturers Association last
year had revealed that more
than 82% may not consider
Haryana for expansion in
case the new law was not re-
pealed or the industry not
exempted from its provi-
sions. An equal number be-
lieved that they would not be
able to source adequate
skilled workers from Harya-
na only.

Though the law allows re-
laxation to hire non-locals in
certain conditions, the in-
dustrialists are sceptical. “If I
need people today, I cannot
wait for three months for the
DC o�ce to grant me permis-
sion,” said one.

Three-fourth reservation
in jobs would also skew the
workforce balance between
locals and migrants and dis-
rupt the smooth running of

the businesses, feel industry
insiders — the locals are by
de�nition more entrenched
vis-a-vis the migrants and
“di�cult to control”.

The migrants too fear
rampant job losses. Though
the residency condition for a
domicile certi�cate under
the new law has been re-
duced to �ve years from 15,
Jalauddin Ansari, member,
Gurgaon Shramik Sangath-
an, said “it is a distant dream
for a migrant who cannot
even get a ration card or a
voter identity card after stay-
ing here for years”.

JJP’s chief media co-ordi-
nator, Deep Kamal Saharan,
however, said the law has
enough caveats in place. “On
exemptions, the authorities
need to respond in a time-
bound manner and pass the
order within 15 days,” Mr.
Saharan said.

New start-ups and IT/ITES
companies are exempted for
two years under the new law
and short-term works, ex-
tending up to 45 days, have
been kept out of its purview.
“The fears of the industry
are unfounded,” said Mr.
Saharan, justifying the law.

New Haryana law may hit jobs, growth: stakeholders
‘It is very, very
myopic... industry
will su�er, not
politicians’

Uncertain future: Workers at a cloth manufacturing unit at
Gurugram in Haryana. * V. V. KRISHNAN

Ashok Kumar
GURUGRAM

<> MSMEs hire and lay
o� workers based
on the demand.
Finding locals with
requisite skills every
time would not be
possible

Manmohan Gaind 
General secretary, 
Manesar Industries Welfare Association 
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The Union government is
planning to acquire for itself
overriding powers to transf-
er IAS and IPS o�cers
through Central deputation,
doing away with the require-
ment of taking the approval
of the State governments.

The Department of Per-
sonnel and Training (DoPT)
wrote to the States on Janu-
ary 12 that the Union govern-
ment proposes to amend
Rule 6 (deputation of cadre
o�cers) of the Indian Admi-
nistrative Service (Cadre)
Rules 1954.

The Centre’s move is set
to put it in a collision course
with the States, particularly
those ruled by the Opposi-
tion. The Hindu has learnt
that at least six State govern-
ments had written to the
DoPT opposing the move,

and they include the States
governed by the BJP and its
allies. 

The letter comes in the
wake of a shortage of All In-
dia Services (AIS) o�cers in
Union Ministries. The DoPT
in its communication said
States “are not sponsoring
an adequate number of o�c-
ers for Central deputation”,
and the number of o�cers is

not su�cient to meet the re-
quirement at the Centre.

The DoPT had earlier sent
three letters on December
20 and 27 and January 6
seeking comments from the
States but after six States op-
posed the move and the rest
did not respond, it further
revised the proposal. 

States weigh options on
IAS cadre rule changes
Six of them have written to Centre opposing any such move
Vijaita Singh 
New Delhi
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The States have been given
time till January 25 to res-
pond. A senior government
o�cial said if the States did
not respond, the Ministry
would send reminders and
then notify the rules by pu-
blishing it in the Gazette of
India.

West Bengal Chief Minis-
ter Mamata Banerjee has
written to Prime Minister Na-
rendra Modi that the pro-
posed amendment is against
the “spirit of cooperative
federalism” and the “amend-
ment unilaterally mandates
the State government to
make such a number of o�c-
ers available for deputation
as prescribed under [the]
Central Deputation
Reserve.”

Last year, the DoPT had
directed West Bengal Chief
Secretary Alapan Bandyo-
padhyay to report to its of-
�ce hours after Ms. Banerjee
allegedly skipped a review
meeting on Cyclone Yaas
with Mr. Modi. The 1987-
batch IAS o�cer had never
been on Central deputation
and was to superannuate on
May 31. He is now �ghting a
case against the Centre.

Kerala’s Law Minister P.
Rajeeve, said the govern-
ment would oppose the
Centre’s proposal to amend
the IAS (Cadre) rules “if it in-
fringed on the cardinal prin-
ciple of federalism”. He told
The Hindu that the LDF go-
vernment was yet to weigh
the issue. Mr. Rajeeve said
the administration would ex-
amine whether the pro-
posed amendment was a bid
to subvert the State’s author-
ity guaranteed by the Consti-
tution. It would oppose any
proposal to concentrate all
executive power in the Cen-
tral government. “The go-
vernment will study the mat-
ter and develop a calibrated
response soon,” the Minister
said.

‘No State control’
Kerala Chief Minister Pina-
rayi Vijayan had recently
backed his Tamil Nadu coun-
terpart M.K. Stalin’s strong
opposition to the draft In-
dian Ports Bill. Kerala and
Tamil Nadu felt the Bill wea-
kened the State’s control ov-
er ports and harbours. 

Congress leader and form-
er Home Minister Ramesh
Chennithala said the pro-
posed amendment would
enfeeble the State’s political
control over the bureaucra-
cy. He said it would hobble
e�ective governance and
create avoidable legal and
administrative disputes. Mo-
reover, the Centre could
weaponise the bureaucracy
against an elected State go-

vernment. 
Sources in the Maharash-

tra CMO said the govern-
ment would be sending a let-
ter opposing the proposed
amendment. However, no
o�cial word was given on
the content and grounds on
which the amendment
would be opposed. When
contacted, Maharashtra
Chief Secretary Debashish
Chakraborty said he was not
aware of any letter and the
department concerned was
the General Administration
Department for the same,
headed by Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray.

A senior IAS o�cer in Te-
langana said, “This is yet
another move to take away
the control of the State. This
will give scope for unwar-
ranted developments.”

The o�cial said the
Centre was encroaching
upon every aspect of the
States’ functioning and try-
ing to remove the strengths
of the States.

Four amendments are
proposed to Rule 6. One of
the major changes proposed
is if the State government de-
lays posting a State cadre of-
�cer to the Centre and does
not give e�ect to the Central
government’s decision with-
in the speci�ed time, “the of-
�cer shall stand relieved
from cadre from the date as
may be speci�ed by the Cen-
tral government.” Presently,
o�cers have to get a no-ob-
jection clearance from the
State government for Central
deputation.

The other change pro-
posed is the Centre will de-
cide the actual number of of-
�cers to be deputed in
consultation with the State
and the latter should make
eligible the names of such of-
�cers. According to existing
norms, States have to depute
the All India Serviceso�cers,
including the IPS o�cers, to
the Central government of-
�ces and at any point it can-
not be more than 40% of the
total cadre strength.

The third proposed
amendment says that in case
of any disagreement bet-
ween the Centre and the
State, the matter shall be de-
cided by the Central govern-
ment and the State shall give
e�ect to the decision of the
Centre “within a speci�ed
time.”

The fourth change pro-
posed is that in speci�c situa-
tion where services of cadre
o�cers are required by the
Central government in “pu-
blic interest” the State shall
give e�ect to its decisions
within a speci�ed time.

(With inputs from
State bureaus)

States weigh options on
IAS cadre rule changes
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not publicly funded, there are caps or limits on
�nancial contributions to political parties.

The electoral bonds scheme, however, removes
all pre-existing limits on political donations, and
e�ectively allows well-resourced corporations to
buy politicians by paying immense sums of
money. This defeats the entire purpose of
democracy, which as B.R. Ambedkar memorably
pointed out, was not just to guarantee one
person, one vote, but one vote one value.

However, not only do electoral bonds violate
basic democratic principles by allowing limitless
and anonymous donations to political parties,
they do so asymmetrically. Since the donations
are routed through the State Bank of India, it is
possible for the Government to �nd out who is
donating to which party, but not for the political
opposition to know. This, in turn, means that
every donor is aware that the central government
can trace their donations back to them. Given
India’s long-standing misuse of investigative
agencies by whichever Government occupies
power at the Centre, this becomes a very e�ective
way to squeeze donations to rival political parties,
while �lling the co�ers of the incumbent ruling
party. Statistics bear this out: while we do not
know who has donated to whom, we do know
that a vast majority of the immensely vast sums
donated through multiple electoral cycles over the
last three years, have gone to the ruling party, i.e.
the Bharatiya Janata Party.

Gaps in Government’s defence
The Government has attempted to justify the
electoral bonds scheme by arguing that its
purpose is to prevent the �ow of black money into
elections. The journalist Nitin Sethi has already
debunked this rationale in a detailed 10-part
investigative report, which has also highlighted
reservations within the Government as well as by
the Election Commission of India to the electoral
bonds scheme. That apart, this justi�cation falls
apart under the most basic scrutiny: it is entirely
unclear what preventing black money has to do
with donor anonymity, making donations
limitless, and leaving citizens in the dark. Indeed,
as the electoral bonds scheme allows even foreign
donations to political parties (which can often be
made through shell companies) the prospects of
institutional corruption (including by foreign
sources) increases with the electoral bonds
scheme, instead of decreasing.

It is important to be clear that the objections to
the electoral bonds scheme, highlighted above,
are not objections rooted in political morality, or
in public policy. They are constitutional
objections. The right to know has long been

Here is why the electoral
bonds scheme must go
The 19th tranche of electoral bonds, which have
been pitched as an alternative to cash donations,
have been on sale from January 1 to 10 ahead of
the upcoming Assembly elections in �ve States. In
this article dated March 26, 2021, Gautam Bhatia
explains how electoral bonds compromise fair
and democratic elections.

The Supreme Court, after a brief hearing on
March 24, reserved orders on the question of
whether or not to stay the electoral bond scheme,
ahead of the upcoming State elections. For the
last three years, electoral bonds have been the
dominant method of political party funding in
India. In their design and operation, they allow
for limitless and anonymous corporate donations
to political parties. For this reason, they are
deeply destructive of democracy, and violate core
principles of the Indian Constitution.

A blow against democracy
If democracy means anything, it must mean this:
when citizens cast their votes for the people who
will represent them in Parliament, they have the
right to do so on the basis of full and complete
information. And there is no piece of information
more important than the knowledge of who funds
political parties. Across democratic societies, and
through time, it has been proven beyond doubt
that money is the most e�ective way of buying
policy, of engaging in regulatory capture, and of
skewing the playing �eld in one’s own favour. This
is enabled to a far greater degree when citizens
are in the dark about the source of money: it is
then impossible to ever know — or assess —
whether a Government policy is nothing more
than a quid pro quo to bene�t its funders. The
Indian Supreme Court has long held — and rightly
so — that the “right to know”, especially in the
context of elections, is an integral part of the right
to freedom of expression under the Indian
Constitution. By keeping this knowledge from
citizens and voters, the electoral bonds scheme
violates fundamental tenets of our democracy.

It is equally important that if a democracy is to
thrive, the role of money in in�uencing politics
ought to be limited. In many advanced countries,
for example, elections are funded publicly, and
principles of parity ensure that there is not too
great a resource gap between the ruling party and
the opposition. The purpose of this is to
guarantee a somewhat level playing �eld, so that
elections are a battle of ideas, and not vastly
unequal contests where one side’s superior
resources enable it to overwhelm the other. For
this reason, in most countries where elections are

enshrined as a part of the right to freedom of
expression; furthermore, uncapping political
donations and introducing a structural bias into
the form of the donations violate both the
guarantee of equality before law, as well as being
manifestly arbitrary.

The judiciary needs to act
This brings us to the all-important role of the
courts. One of the most critical functions of an
independent judiciary in a functioning democracy
is to referee the fundamentals of the democratic
process. Governments derive their legitimacy
from elections, and it is elections that grant
governments the mandate to pursue their policy
goals, without undue interference from courts.
However, for just that reason, it is of vital
importance that the process that leads up to the
formation of the Government be policed with
particular vigilance, as any taint at that stage will
taint all that follows. In other words, the electoral
legitimacy of the Government is questionable if
the electoral process has become questionable.
And since the Government itself cannot — in good
faith — regulate the process that it itself is subject
to every �ve years, the courts remain the only
independent body that can adequately umpire
and enforce the ground rules of democracy.

It is for this reason that courts must be
particularly sensitive to and cognisant of laws and
rules that seek to skew the democratic process
and the level playing �eld, and that seek to
entrench one-party rule over multi-party
democracy. There is little doubt that in intent and
in e�ect, the electoral bonds scheme is guilty of
both. Thus, it deserves to be struck down by the
courts as unconstitutional.

In this regard, the conduct of the Supreme
Court so far has been disappointing. The petition
challenging the constitutional validity of the
electoral bonds scheme was �led in 2018. The
case, which is absolutely vital to the future health
of Indian democracy, has been left unheard for
three years. The Supreme Court’s inaction in this
case is not neutral: it directly bene�ts the ruling
party which as we have seen, has received a vast
bulk of electoral bond funding through the
multiple State and one general election since
2018, and creates a continuing distortion of
democracy. It is a matter of some optimism that a
start was �nally made when the Court heard the
application for stay before this round of elections.
One can only hope that the Court will stay the
scheme so that it does not further distort the
coming round of elections, and then proceed to
hear and decide the full case, in short order.

Gautam Bhatia is a Delhi-based lawyer

FROM THE ARCHIVES

It violates the basic tenets of India’s democracy by keeping the knowledge of the ‘right to know’ from
citizens and voters

THE GIST
B If a democracy is to
thrive, the role of money in
in�uencing politics ought to
be limited. In many
advanced countries,
elections are funded
publicly so as to guarantee
a somewhat level playing
�eld. The electoral bonds
scheme, however, removes
all pre-existing limits on
political donations, and
allows corporations to buy
politicians by paying
immense sums of money. 

B This is enabled to a far
greater degree when
citizens are in the dark
about the source of money:
it is then impossible to ever
know whether a
Government policy is
nothing more than a quid
pro quo to bene�t its
funders.

B The Government has
attempted to justify the
scheme by arguing that its
purpose is to prevent the
�ow of black money into
elections. It is entirely
unclear what preventing
black money has to do with
donor anonymity, making
donations limitless, and
leaving citizens in the dark.
The judiciary should take
immediate action and stay
the scheme ahead of the
elections.

Gautam Bhatia
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Rating agency Icra said while
there was some evidence of
the economic recovery be-
coming broad-based in the
third quarter of �scal 2022, it
was yet to attain the durabil-
ity being sought by the Mo-
netary Policy Committee as a
precursor to policy
transmission.

The agency expects real
GDP to expand 6-6.5% year-
on-year in the third quarter
(8.4% in Q2 FY2022). It also
sees the RBI maintaining the
status quo in the upcoming
monetary policy review to
be held in February.

Chief Economist Aditi
Nayar said economic activity
rebounded in December,

even as many sectors conti-
nued to trail the perfor-
mance recorded in October.

Encouragingly, the quar-
terly data suggests a modest
broad-basing of the recovery
in Q3 FY2022, relative to Q2,
when compared to respec-

tive pre-COVID-19 volumes.
“However, the onset of

the third wave of COVID-19
has triggered State-wise res-
trictions, which have expect-
edly interrupted the mo-
mentum in the ongoing
month, reiterating that the

recovery is yet to attain dura-
bility,” Ms. Nayar said in a re-
port released on Wednesday.

The agency said the y-o-y
performance of 10 of the 15
high-frequency indicators
improved in December com-
pared to November 2021.

These include generation
of GST e-way bills, non-oil
merchandise exports, elec-
tricity generation, two-
wheeler output as well as ag-
gregate deposits and non-
food credit of scheduled
commercial banks.

Ms. Nayar further said
that following the reimposi-
tion of State-wise restric-
tions to curb the third wave
of COVID-19, the early data
for January 2022 was expect-
edly weak.

Economic recovery is yet to
attain durability, says ICRA
‘Early data for Jan. is weak following reimposition of curbs to check third wave’
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
MUMBAI

Momentum slips: The COVID third wave’s onset has triggered
State-wise curbs, hurting the recovery. * SHIV KUMAR PUSHPAKAR
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How do you behave when no one’s
watching you? All of us would be able
to recall a classroom scene from our
childhood. While the teacher would
be busy writing something on the
board, someone would throw a pap-
er plane at the board. The livid teach-
er would turn back and ask who did
that and the class would remain si-
lent. Similarly, in a crowded auditori-
um, sometimes someone shouts a
sarcastic remark and the people on
stage have no idea who disturbed the
peace.

Reasons for being anonymous 
That is more or less how anonymity
works on social media. The most
common type of anonymity involves
the use of a pseudonym, a fake photo
or the lack of one, and nothing spec-
i�c in the bio. The opposite of this is
when someone uses their actual �rst
name and last name, provides their
designation and company name, and
mentions their interests. In such cas-
es, anyone can Google that combina-
tion to identify that real person on,
say, LinkedIn.

Security researchers de�ne ano-
nymity as being ‘unidenti�able with-
in a set of subjects’. But identity is
not that linear. Some may use only
the �rst name and nothing else – they
are still anonymous. Some may use
pseudonyms and mask their identity
but leave traces of identi�able infor-
mation through their content. Identi-
ty is also tied to behavioral patterns
that may emerge from what is shared
over a period of time. The deeper
question is this: why do people want
to be anonymous on social media?

The most famous reason for ano-
nymity is to be able to speak the
truth against vindictive govern-
ments. But no matter how someone
tries, governments these days, with
enormous resources, may be able to
trace the person.

Another reason for seeking ano-
nymity is a keenness to participate in
online conversations without being
judged for past experiences (victim
of harassment, for instance) or for

choosing non-heteronormative iden-
tities or for documenting deeply per-
sonal experiences that could be sub-
ject to sweeping judgments by
others.

Yet another common reason for
seeking online anonymity is to not
let the views be tagged to the real
person being spoken about, in the of-
�ine world. 

And this is where the problem be-
gins. When the anonymity-seeker
knows that their real-world self (at
home, workplace, neighborhood,
immediate social setting) will not get
impacted, they seem less inhibited
and bolder about what they share
and how they frame such opinions.
This is the online equivalent of ‘How
would you behave when you know
no one is watching you?’ When such
views are being shared by people
who mask their identity, and particu-
larly when these views are about oth-
ers who have not chosen to be ano-
nymous online, there is a
conversational imbalance that harks
back to the crowded room setting I
had referred to earlier.

We can argue that ideally, we only
look at the opinion of the anony-
mous handles; that the person’s deci-
sion to remain anonymous should
have no bearing on the conversation.
And it’s true that not all anonymous
handles tend to be abusive or hold
extreme views. But it is equally true
that the most angry, abusive, abra-
sive, and obfuscatory conversations/

replies seem to come from anony-
mous handles. 

And more importantly, even if so-
meone gets to know the identity of
the person who is being vile or abu-
sive, they have absolutely no way of
using that information in any mea-
ningful manner beyond simply judg-
ing that person. They can perhaps
tag the person’s employer or family
members (if available/traceable).
Even then, the tagged entities may
decide to not do anything about it,
and simply leave the opinion as it is,
for it is that person’s ‘freedom of
expression’.

Encouragement by platforms
All of the above examples refer to
anonymity by choice. But what hap-
pens when platforms actively en-
courage participants to remain ano-
nymous? The platforms know who
the real person is (as part of sign up),
but they hide any identi�able infor-
mation when allowing such people
to participate in online
conversations.

Consider a platform like Glassdoor
where anonymous reviews are the
norm. Glassdoor mentions in its
community guidelines that “to safe-
guard privacy, we do not allow you to
identify yourself or include any con-
tact information (about yourself or
others) in your posts”. Similarly,
another online community, Fish-
bowl, thrives on anonymity. The
platform says, “Your posts can be

made privately using only your Com-
pany name or Professional title if you
choose, but your presence on Fish-
bowl is public.” Then there’s Reddit,
a platform famous for anonymity.
Steve Hu�man, Reddit’s co-founder,
said, “When people detach from
their real-world identities, they can
be more authentic, more true to
themselves”.

Sharing fake news
The issue is not only about abuse or
extreme opinions here but also of
misinformation and disinformation.
These are already massive problems.
And anonymity, either by choice or
enforced by platforms, gives the
power to a person to evade judgment
by public opinion. Only a legal man-
date can hold them accountable for
spreading lies, should the need arise.

In simpler terms, if a person who
chooses to be anonymous on Twitter
shares some fake information about
you that a�ects your reputation in
varying degrees, your only option is
to go to the police and then get the
platform to take action. The platform
itself won’t be able to verify if you are
right or the anonymous handle is
right, and won’t take a stand unless it
is legally forced to. Since the other
person is anonymous, you cannot
use a less tedious approach, such as
appealing to their employer, family
or friends, to make them accounta-
ble for the disinformation. 

Given the tendency of people to
behave in undesirable ways when
their real-world reputation is not af-
fected by what they say online, the
proliferation of both pseudonymous
social media handles and platforms
that encourage pseudonymous pro-
�les may amplify already existing is-
sues around online disinformation
and fake news.

In an online confrontation, it’s al-
most as though one side has their
eyes covered by a cloth and their
hands tied to the back, while the oth-
er side has a bazooka in hand. You
cannot rationally or emotionally ap-
peal to a pseudonymous online enti-
ty. You cannot shame them into
backtracking their disinformation.
You need to convince someone else
(either in a social media platform
company or in a law enforcement
agency) to take action.

Karthik Srinivasan is a communications
professional

Pseudonymous social media handles and platforms that encourage them amplify issues around fake news 

The many problems of online anonymity 
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The story so far: Microsoft on Tuesday
agreed to buy troubled video game company
Activision Blizzard in an all-cash deal valued
at nearly $70 billion. The deal, if completed,
would be CEO Satya Nadella’s biggest ever
acquisition since he took the helm of the
software company in 2014. It also marks a
directional shift for the powerhouse in
business computing and a rising videogames
giant.

How will the acquisition a�ect both
parties?
The acquisition comes at an important time
for Activision, which faces accusations that
its senior executives ignored discrimination.
In July, California regulators �led a lawsuit
against Activision based on complaints that
the videogame maker paid its female
employees less than their male counterparts
and provided them with fewer opportunities
to advance in their roles. Five months later,
in November, the company announced that
it reached a $18 million settlement. The
company’s share price has fallen nearly 27%
since the California lawsuit. But the
Microsoft deal has given the videogaming
company a lift. Activision’s shares ended the
day on Tuesday at $82.31, gaining 26%.

For Microsoft, the transaction will enable
the world’s second-highest valuable
company to deepen its roots in the gaming
industry by adding a bulk of popular game
franchises including Call of Duty, World of
Warcraft and Candy Crush from Activision’s
stables. These titles, along with the software
maker’s own, like Minecraft and Doom,
could be accessed by Microsoft customers,
both on smartphones and Xbox consoles.
According to Microsoft, the deal would make
it the third-largest gaming company, after
China’s Tencent Holdings Ltd. and Japan’s
Sony Group Corp. It will also enable the
software maker to get a stronghold in the
mobile gaming market where it barely
competes at the moment.

How pro�table is the mobile gaming
industry? 
The mobile gaming market has been
booming even before 2019. Thanks to the
changes in people’s lifestyle during the
pandemic, the market’s momentum has
spiked in the last two years. Global mobile
gaming revenue jumped during the start of

the pandemic, witnessing its largest
year-over-year (YoY) growth in Q2 2020 at
33%. Mobile games earned more than $20
billion globally for the �rst time that quarter.
Strong revenue growth continued in the
following quarters, according to a report by
data intelligence �rm Sensor Tower.

U.S. topped the market for mobile games
with 28% market share in 2020, followed by
Japan with 22%, and China with 18%. South
Korea and Taiwan together cornered 10% of
the global mobile games market. 

Outside the top �ve, India is an outlier.
The country has become the largest market
for mobile game downloads as smartphone
penetration increased in recent years. Game
adoption grew by 64% to 2.9 billion in Q3

2020 from 1.7 billion in Q1 2020, according
to data from Sensor Tower. Both game
installs and consumer spending in mobile
games are poised to grow. Sensor Tower
predicts the games installs, on both App
Store and Play Store, to grow to 67.2 billion
by 2023 and consumer spending in mobile
games to $117 billion next year.

What is the metaverse and why is
Microsoft interested?
The metaverse is a virtual world where a
person’s digital avatars and those of the
people in their communities and around the
world congregate to play, shop, pursue
hobbies, socialise and even work. Several big
tech �rms, including Facebook, which
recently renamed itself as Meta Platforms
Inc, are racing to capitalise on the metaverse
idea. Microsoft’s $70 billion deal to bring
Activision under its umbrella is more than
just cornering a share of the booming
gaming industry. 

With the gaming company under its fold,
the Windows maker is betting big on the

prospects of a metaverse. Some experts
point the way to make metaverse
mainstream is through videogames. The
games enable players in the digital world to
connect, socialise, and even monetise. This
digital land allows videogame makers to sell
virtual shoes, helmets and guns to players as
non-fungible tokens (NFTs). In some
instances, these digital goods can be traded
and resold in a metaverse. This exchange of
digital goods for a price in turn creates a
micro-economy.

As the pandemic moved a lot of gaming
into the houses of consumers, videogaming
companies are looking to simulate a
community-focused multi-player type virtual
environment based on the videogaming
arcades of the past. Videogames like World
of Warcraft and Call of Duty create that sense
of community and enable developers to sell
merchandise as NFTs on the platform. 

Microsoft is looking to cash in on this new
trend by taking a giant step into metaverse
with Activision’s background in multi-player
games.

EXPLAINER

Why is the tech giant buying Activision Blizzard? How is it planning to capitalise on the metaverse idea? 

Microsoft strides into the gaming metaverse 
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Some experts point the way to make
metaverse mainstream is through
videogames. The games enable players
in the digital world to connect,
socialise, and even monetise. 

THE GIST
B Microsoft has agreed to
buy video game company
Activision Blizzard in an
all-cash deal valued at
nearly $70 billion. The
acquisition comes at a time
when Activision is facing
accusations of employee
discrimination. In July,
California regulators �led a
lawsuit against Activision
which was settled by the
company at $18 million. The
company’s share price had
fallen since then but the
Microsoft deal has given the
company a lift. For
Microsoft, the transaction
will enable them to deepen
its roots in the gaming
industry.

B Due to the changes in
people’s lifestyle during the
pandemic, the gaming
market has spiked in the
last two years. A report by
Sensor Tower predicts the
games installs, on both App
Store and Play Store, to
grow to 67.2 billion by
2023 and consumer
spending in mobile games
to $117 billion next year.

B With the gaming company
under its fold, Microsoft is
betting big on the prospects
of a videogame metaverse.
The games enable players
on the digital world to
connect, socialise, and even
monetise.

John Xavier

Back in the game: The
Microsoft logo is seen on
a smartphone with the
background displaying
game characters of
Activision Blizzard. *

REUTERS
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Almost 11 months after the United States’ leading
telecommunications companies won bids for $81
billion worth of C-band radio spectrum to roll

out 5G services, the much-awaited introduction hit a
major snag this week after the country’s leading airlines
warned of massive �ight disruptions if the wireless
technology was put into operation, especially around
the nation’s airports. In a compromise on the eve of the
planned roll-out on January 19, AT&T and Verizon
agreed to delay introduction of the new wireless service
near key airports. The two major telcos’ commitments
notwithstanding, several domestic and international
airlines �ying to the U.S. have announced major resche-
duling as well as the possibility of cancellation of �ights
to several destinations citing warnings from the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) and aircraft makers that
accurate functioning of radar altimeters in some air-
craft may be a�ected by the 5G radio frequencies. The
altimeters provide information on an aircraft’s altitude
and are a crucial part of �ight operations for pilots, par-
ticularly while seeking to make low-visibility landings in
inclement weather. At the heart of the impasse lies the
fact that both the 5G services and some �ight equip-
ment operate on the same C-band radio spectrum, with
only the frequencies varying. The FAA has said it is
working with altimeter manufacturers to evaluate data
from the wireless companies to determine how robust
each model is, and, if required, have the devices retro-
�tted or replaced.

The fact that the world’s largest economy is now
faced with the risk of large-scale domestic and interna-
tional air travel disruptions as a result of the relatively
belated roll-out of 5G telecom services points to the pe-
culiar problems of the U.S. market, including the partic-
ular frequencies allotted there for 5G. South Korea, Chi-
na and Japan and several European nations have
already successfully rolled out 5G services and the U.S.
telcos have cited the lack of problems in these jurisdic-
tions as evidence that the FAA and airlines need to do
more to �nd solutions to the deployment of the wireless
technology near airports. The FAA on its website has
pointed to the speci�cs of the proposed 5G roll-out in
the U.S. with a comparison to the situation in France
and asserted that some key di�erences pose challenges.
For one, the aviation regulator contends planned bu�er
zones for U.S. airports only protect the last 20 seconds
of �ight, while in France the last 96 seconds of �ight are
protected from any interruption from 5G signals. Also,
5G power levels are lower in France, with even the
planned temporary nationwide lower power levels in
the U.S. still expected to be 2.5 times more powerful.
U.S. President Joe Biden and his administration will
have their task cut out in pushing to hammer out a long-
term solution to this impasse so as to minimise any
further disruption to the already pandemic-hit global
travel and trade sectors.

Technology tangle 
The roll-out of 5G services near airports

is posing a challenge to airlines 
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The population of the vul-
nerable eastern swamp
deer, extinct elsewhere in
South Asia, has dipped in
the Kaziranga National Park
and Tiger Reserve.

O�cials attributed the de-
crease from 907 individuals
in 2018 to 868 during the
Eastern Swamp Deer Estima-
tion on January 10 and 11 to
two high �oods in 2019 and
2020. On the brighter side,
they said the animal is now
distributed to areas beyond
the park known as the
world’s best address of the
one-horned rhinoceros.

“The eastern swamp deer
is endemic to Kaziranga and
is not the primary prey of
the park’s carnivores, prima-
rily the tiger. But its popula-
tion is crucial for the ecolog-
ical health of the tiger
reserve and the encouraging
sign is the animal has now
moved to other areas such as
Orang National Park and
Laokhowa-Burachapori wil-
dlife sanctuaries,” Kaziran-
ga’s �eld director P. Sivaku-
mar told The Hindu.

The eastern swamp deer
was once concentrated in
the central Kohora and Ba-
gori ranges of Kaziranga.
The animal had numbered
1,161 in 2011 while the lowest
of 213 individuals was re-
corded in 1966. In the last
survey, the female eastern
swamp deer outnumbered
the males by more than
three times. The female of
the species recorded 557 in-
dividuals compared to 173
males.

The 1,302 sq. km Kaziran-
ga had an uptick in the num-
ber of waterfowl species
from 112 counted a year ago
to 126 during the fourth Wet-

land Bird Estimation carried
out from December 21-27. 

The birds were counted in
211 di�erent points in 157 wa-
terbodies involving 35 en-
umeration teams, including
volunteers from local educa-
tional institutes, NGOs and
o�cers and frontline sta� of
the Forest Department.

“The bar-headed goose
topped the list with 16,552
birds followed by the north-
ern pintail at 9,493 and the
common teal at 5,631. Ferru-
ginous duck, an important
species with a count of
2,236, may be regarded as a
highlight of this estimation,”
Mr. Sivakumar said.

Fall in population from 907 to 868 attributed to �oods 

Species at risk: The eastern swamp deer is now distributed to
areas beyond the Kaziranga National Park. * FILE PHOTO 

Rahul Karmakar 
GUWAHATI

Dip in eastern swamp deer numbers
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A section of aquarists and or-
namental �sh breeders are
surprised that the Denison
barb (Miss Kerala), a native
freshwater �sh species com-
monly found in parts of Kar-
nataka and Kerala, has been
included in Schedule I of the
Wild Life (Protection)
Amendment Bill, 2021. The
Bill was introduced in the
Lok Sabha in December last.

Aquarium enthusiast Beta
Mahatvaraj of Chennai, who
has been documenting the
native Indian �sh species for
years, points out two issues
in the Bill.

‘A ban, literally’
He says the scienti�c name
Puntius denisonii, given
against the common name
Denison barb, is wrong; it
should have been Sahyadria

denisonii. Even then, the
species is found in the States
of Kerala and Karnataka. He
doubts whether the species
can be considered endan-
gered based on the available
data. “Inclusion in Schedule
I is literally a ban. It is like
how you cannot keep a tiger
at home,” he argues.

Ornamental �sh breeder
and exporter Nikhil Sood of
Bengaluru contends that the
trade of ornamental �sh is
being vili�ed unnecessarily,
though it has contributed
immensely to the discovery
of many species of native �sh
over the past 25 years. Deni-
sonii itself is a re-discovery

because of the ornamental
aquatic trade.

“This campaign to ban Sa-
hyadria denisonii is old and
sadly outdated. This rule
would have been applicable
around 10-12 years ago when
the �sh was discovered,” Mr.
Sood says. Sahyadria deni-
sonii is found in almost 11 riv-
ers of Kerala and Karnataka
with some of the highest en-
demic aquatic fauna in the
country.

The income from the col-
lection of denisonii for the
ornamental �sh trade acts as
an incentive for �shermen to
protect habitats, he con-
tends. 

“It would have been pref-
erable to better regulate the
trade in wild collected �shes
and promote captive bred
�sh perhaps by including the
species in Schedule IV in-
stead of Schedule I.” 

Miss Kerala not endangered: aquarists
They are upset with its inclusion in the amended wildlife protection Bill 

Sahyadria denisonii (Miss Kerala) is a native freshwater �sh
commonly found in Karnataka and Kerala.

Dennis S. Jesudasan
CHENNAI
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General Studies Paper I

A
History of Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of art forms, literature and architecture from
ancient to modern times;

B
Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the present-significant
events, personalities, issues;

C
Freedom struggle-its various stages and important contributors / contributions from different parts of
the country;

D Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country;

E
History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial revolution, world wars,
re-drawal of national boundaries, colonization, decolonization,

F
Political philosophies like communism, capitalism, socialism etc.-their forms and effect on the
society

G Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India;

H Effects of globalization on Indian society;

I Role of women and women’s organization;

J Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism

K Salient features of world’s physical geography;

L
Geographical features and their location- changes in critical geographical features (including water
bodies and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes;

M Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic activity, cyclone etc.

N
Distribution of key natural resources across the world (including South Asia and the Indian
subcontinent);

O
Factors responsible for the location of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector industries in various
parts of the world (including India);

P Population and associated issues;

Q Urbanization, their problems and their remedies

  

General Studies Paper II
A India and its neighbourhood- relations;

B Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate;
C Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests;

D
Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting India’s
interests.

E
Indian Constitution, historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, significant provisions
and basic structure;

F Comparison of the Indian Constitutional scheme with other countries;

G
Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges pertaining to the
federal structure, devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and challenges therein;
Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;

H
Parliament and State Legislatures - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these;

I
Structure, organization and functioning of the executive and the judiciary, Ministries and
Departments;
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J Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal mechanisms and institutions;

K
Appointment to various Constitutional posts, powers, functions and responsibilities of various
Constitutional bodies;

L Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies;

M
Mechanisms, laws, institutions and bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of these
vulnerable sections;

N Salient features of the Representation of People’s Act;

O
Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability, e-governance- applications,
models, successes, limitations, and potential;

P Citizens charters, transparency & accountability and institutional and other measures;

Q Issues relating to poverty and hunger,

R
Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States, Performance
of these schemes;

S
Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to education
and human resources;

T Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to health

  
General Studies Paper III

A
Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development
and employment;

B
Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial
growth;

C Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;

D Infrastructure Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. Government budgeting;

E Land reforms in India

F
Major crops, cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems;

G Storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related constraints;
H e-technology in the aid of farmers; Technology Missions; Economics of Animal-Rearing.

I
Issues of buffer stocks and food security, Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning,
limitations, revamping;

J
Food processing and related industries in India – scope and significance, location, upstream and
downstream requirements, supply chain management;

K Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices

L Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nano-technology, bio-technology;

M Indigenization of technology and developing new technology;
N Developments and their applications and effects in everyday life;
O Issues relating to intellectual property rights

P Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment

Q Disaster and disaster management

R
Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and social
networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber security;

S Money-laundering and its prevention;
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T Various forces and their mandate;

U Security challenges and their management in border areas;

V Linkages of organized crime with terrorism;

W Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security;

X Linkages between development and spread of extremism.

  
General Studies Paper IV

A Ethics and Human Interface: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions;
B Dimensions of ethics;

C
Ethics in private and public relationships. Human Values - lessons from the lives and teachings of
great leaders, reformers and administrators;

D Role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values.
E Attitude: Content, structure, function; its influence and relation with thought and behaviour;
F Moral and political attitudes;
G Social influence and persuasion.

H
Aptitude and foundational values for Civil Service , integrity, impartiality and non-partisanship,
objectivity, dedication to public service, empathy, tolerance and compassion towards the weaker
sections.

I Emotional intelligence-concepts, and their utilities and application in administration and governance.
J Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world.
K Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and problems;
L Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions;
M Laws, rules, regulations and conscience as
N sources of ethical guidance;

O
Accountability and ethical governance; strengthening of ethical and moral values in governance;
ethical issues in international relations and funding;

P Corporate governance.
Q Probity in Governance: Concept of public service;
R Philosophical basis of governance and probity;

S
Information sharing and transparency in government, Right to Information, Codes of Ethics, Codes
of Conduct, Citizen’s Charters, Work culture, Quality of service delivery, Utilization of public funds,
challenges of corruption.

T Case Studies on above issues.


